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Let O be the ring of integers in a local field K. We solve an open problem due
Žto M. H. Taibleson 1975, ‘‘Math. Notes,’’ Vol. 15, Princeton Univ. Press, Prince-
. 1Ž .ton, NJ : Suppose f L O . Does the Cesaro means of f converge to f almost`
Ž p p.everywhere if K has characteristic zero? To this end we study the H , L
boundedness of the associated maximal operator   to get the corresponding
interpolation result on HardyLorentz spaces; in particular we obtain that   is
Ž .of weak type 1, 1 . The proof mainly depends on certain estimates for the
oscillatory Dirichlet kernels, which are refinements of those obtained earlier by the
Ž .author 1997, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 208, 528552 .  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: local field; Cesaro means; atomic Hardy spaces; interpolation.`
1. INTRODUCTION
 In 1955, Fine 3 proved that, similar to the case of trigonometric
1Ž .Fourier series, the WalshFourier series of a function f in L 0, 1 is
Cesaro summable almost everywhere; Fine’s proof was based on a crucial`
 lemma 3, Lemma 3 .
 In 1967, Taibleson 11 extended the pointwise convergence result for
Ž . 1C, 1 means of L -functions defined on the ring of integers in a p-series
Ž .field K char K p, p a prime , using a p-series variant of Fine’s lemma
Žit is known that the dyadic group, or the WalshPaley group can be
.identified with the ring of integers in a 2-series field . Later, he asked in
1 The author benefitted from helpful conversations with Professor C. W. Onneweer. He
thanks Professor F. Weisz for his kind suggestion on the use of an interpolation result.
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 12, Chap. II, p. 114 whether or not the conclusion holds for K of
characteristic zero.
 From the late 1970s to the 1990s many authors 4, 6, 8, 15 have studied
the Cesaro summability of Hardy spaces on the WalshPaley group, dyadic`
martingales, or even higher dimensional generalizations of the Walsh
system, but little progress was made for the above stated question on a
p-adic field.
Ž .  Ž .In this paper we study the C, 1 summability for Hardy spaces H O .
We prove the -quasi-locality of   by a close analysis of the behavior of
Ž . 1 Ž .  kthe Dirichlet kernels D x on P Main Lemma . Thus  maps Hq
1 boundedly into L ,   1, and it follows by interpolation that 2
maps H  , q boundedly into L , q, 0 q . As a corollary we obtain that
 Ž . is of weak type 1, 1 and hence the conclusion of the almost every-
where convergence of  f for L1 functions.n
Ž .The Main Lemma reads as follows we postpone the proof to Section 4 .
Ž . Ž . 1kMAIN LEMMA. i Suppose char K p. Then D x 	 0 for xPq
and
q k if x  1 
P k ,  GF q ,Ž .1 1
kD x Ž .q 1½ 0 if otherwise in P .
Ž . Ž .ii Suppose char K 0. If x x , x , . . . , x , the sum1 0 k1
1 k1
lI x  D x  
 
x Ž . ŽÝ q 1 k1




  .k l1
c lk Ž x . C l k q p ;Ž .q
moreoer,
p Ž x . C k cq k ,Ý q
Ž .x x , . . . , x1 k1
Ž . Ž 0 1 c1.where x ,  GF q , c log q. The mapping  : x Y , Y , . . . , Yi j p
c1 j j Ž j jŁ Y is defined as in Claim 1 of Section 4 with Y  y , y ,j0 1, 0 0, 0
j . j Ž .    Ž .. . . , y , y GF p ; and the ‘‘norm’’  is gien by  x k1, 0 i, 0
c1  j   j  j j Ž .Ý Y with Y  0 if Y  Case A; s if Y  Case B or C 1 s k ;j0 s s
j j Ž  k if Y  Case D; and  if Y  Case E consult Section 4 or 17, Sect. 4
.for descriptions of the cases A, B , C , D, E .s s
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Ž .Part i of the Main Lemma can be derived directly from the proof of
Ž .   Ž .Lemma 5 i in 17, p. 543 . Part ii is a refinement of the crucial estimate
Ž .  for I contained in the proof of Lemma 5 ii in 17, Sect. 4, p. 549 , wherek
 we note that the estimate for I in 17 is a special case of the Maink
Ž .Lemma ii .
Here we remark that one can also use a p-series variant of Fine’s lemma
Ž  . Ž .see Yano 16 to directly get the weak type 1, 1 result when char K p.
 In this connection we refer to, in passing, 9, Chap. 1, Sect. 2.3 for a
related result on the integral of Marcinkiewicz. But the similar method
Ž .does not seem to apply for the p-adic cases char K 0 due to the
unavailability of a p-adic version of the decomposition formula for K n ,2
 Ž . Ž .the WalshFejer kernels, given, e.g., in 8; 15, 8 , 9 .´
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Ž .Let K be a locally compact, totally disconnected, nondiscrete complete
 field 12 . If K is of finite characteristic, it is a field of formal Laurent
Ž . c Ž .series over GF q , the Galois field, q p p a prime . If K is of
characteristic zero then K is either a p-adic number field or a finite
algebraic extension of such a field.
Denote by O the ring of integers in K and  a prime element in K,
  1    4 k   q . Then O x K : x  1 and the fractional ideals P  x
  k 4 K : x  q , whose characteristic function is denoted by 	 , k .k
Ž . Ž 1 .Since OP is isomorphic to GF q the prime ideal PP  O ,
Ž .  4q1GF q will be identified with  , a fixed full set of coset representa-k k0
tives of P in O. With this identification, one can write  Ýc1 k j0 k , j j
Ž . Ž .  4c1 Ž . Ž .mod P ,  GF p , and  being a basis of GF q over GF p .k , j j j0
s s Thus every xP   O, s , has a unique representation 12, p.
10; 17

lx x  , x GF q .Ž .Ý l l
ls
Ž .Let 
 be a fixed character of K that is trivial on O but nontrivial on
1  Ž .4P . If u k is a complete set of coset representatives of O in Kk0
Ž  .  4with the natural ordering 12, p. 84 , 
 forms a complete or-uŽk . k0
thonormal system on O. Write 
  
 .k uŽk .
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 As in 17, 19 , choose the base values of the character 
 as follows:
if char K p,
2 i
exp ,  0, j 1j  p
   Ž . 1,  1, . . . , c 1 or j 1;
if char K 0,
2 i
exp ,  0, jjj  p
    1Ž .Ž . 1,  1, . . . , c 1, j.
Since any character 
  that is trivial on O but nontrivial on P1 can be
Ž . Ž .expressed as 
 x  
 x for some  O P, it is easy to see that
results of this paper are independent of our choice of 
 .
Ž .Define the C, 1 kernels to be
n1
K x  D x ,Ž . Ž .Ýn kn k1
Ž . n1where D x are the Dirichlet kernels given by D Ý 
 .k n k0 k
The Cesaro means of f are the sums`
n1 k ˆ f K  f 1 f u k 
 .Ž .Ž .Ýn n kž /nk0
The maximal operator associated with Cesaro means is`
 f x  sup  f x .Ž . Ž .n
n	0
In the remaining part of this section we need certain concepts of Hardy
spaces and an interpolation result, in the local field setting.
 Let us briefly recall the definition of atomic Hardy spaces 7 . For
0  1, a function a : O is called a regular -atom if there exists a
sphere I x 
P N such that0
Ž .i supp a I
Ž .    1ii a  I
Ž . Ž .iii H a x dx 0.O
Ž .The exceptional atom is the constant function 	 x  1.0
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  Ž .DEFINITION 1. The Hardy space H H O consists of those tem-
 Ž .pered distributions f S  S O admitting an atomic decomposition

f  a ,Ý k k
k0
Ž .   where a are -atoms regular or exceptional with Ý   . Moreover,k k
   Ž    .1the norm f is the infimum of the numbers Ý  taken over allH k
such representations of f.
Ž . The atomic H spaces can also be characterized in terms of the
  k‘‘Poisson’’ maximal function D f sup fD , withk	 0 q
D k  q k	 . 2Ž .q k
DEFINITION 2. Let 0  1. A distribution f S  belongs to H	 if
       and only if D f L , with the norm f  D f  . Moreover, weH	 
      Ž  have f  f see 7 for its locally compact version on VilenkinH	 H
.groups .
If we let 1   in Definition 2, we will have H  L, 1  , as
is known.
The facts in Definition 2 are also included in Definition 3, below.
 , qŽ .Recall that the Lorentz space L O , 0  , 0 q  is the set
of all measurable functions f , with the quasi-norm
1q
 dtq
1 ˜ f  t f t  Ž . , q Hž /t0
and for q ,
1 ˜ f  sup t f t  ,Ž . , 
t
0
˜  where f denotes the nonincreasing rearrangement of f 1, 15 .
DEFINITION 3. For 0  , 0 q , the HardyLorentz space
 , q  , qŽ . H H O  S consists of all distributions satisfying
   , q   f  D f  .H  , q
 ,    ,   Ž  .It is easy to see that L  L , L  L	 the weak-L space , 0 
. Therefore, H  , H	 , 0  , and L1 is continuously embed-
1,  Ž 1 .  1ded into H the weak-H space , because D maps L boundedly into
weak-L1. For 
 1, we also have H  , q  L , q.
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The dyadic martingale version of these facts is contained in 13, Chap. 5;
  4k15 while we notice that fD is a regular martingale on O forq k	 0
 Ž . ² Ž .:  Ž .k kf S , where fD x  f , D x   S S , S S O beingq q
Ž  the test function class see 12, Chaps. IV, III for its locally compact
.  Ž .version . So, saying a distribution fH	 0  1 is equivalent to
 4    ksaying the martingale fD H	H , as called in 15 . The sameq k	 0
is true for H  , q.
 Borrowing the definition from 15 , we say an operator T is -quasi-local
if for any -atom a with support I,
  Ta dx C . 3Ž .H 
O I
Note that if T commutes with translations, then in order to show T is
-quasi-local it is enough to show T satisfies the above inequality for any
-atom a with support IP N.
We will need the next local field analog of an interpolation theorem due
Ž  .to Weisz combining Theorem 1 and Theorem B in 15 .
THEOREM W. Let 0   1. Suppose a sublinear T is  -quasi-local0 0
and bounded on L. Then
Ž . 0 0i T is bounded from H to L ;
furthermore, we hae by interpolation
Ž .  , q  , qii T is bounded from H to L for eery     and 0 q0
Ž . . In particular, T is of weak type 1, 1 wheneer 0   1.0
We omit the proof; it is strictly parallel to Weisz’s proof in the context
Ž  . Ž .of dyadic martingale Hardy spaces see 1315 ; part ii is also the analog
Ž  .of the Euclidean case see 1, 2 . Here we remark that under the same
conditions of Theorem W, with 0   1, one obtains that T is bounded0
from H 0 to L0. Then, from this one may directly claim that T has to be of
Ž . Ž Ž . .  weak type 1, 1 without recourse to part ii of Theorem W . See 5, p. 312
n Žfor a similar remark on  settings of course, though, Theorem W is
.more general .
3. THE MAXIMAL OPERATOR  
 From 12, p. 97; 17 we know that
 K  A ,1n
which implies that   is bounded on L. If we can show that   is
1Ž .-quasi-local   1 , we will have the following main theorem by2
Theorem W.
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1  THEOREM. Let   1. Then  is well defined on H and satisfies2
Ž .      i  f  C f . H
Moreoer,
1   , qŽ .ii if    and 0 q , then  is well defined on H and2
satisfies
      , q f  C f . , q H , q
 Ž .In particular,  is of weak type 1, 1 , i.e.,
 1   4 f
   C f .1
Remark. For  q
 1, the theorem implies that   is bounded on
  L , which was proved in 18, Theorem 6 as a special case for the Riesz
means with R   .1, 1
Our main concern will be to prove the result for char K 0. We would
rather, however, treat both cases char K p and char K 0 in a compara-
ble way, through which it is hoped that the proof for the case char K p
may somehow illustrate our method used to deal with the more compli-
cated case char K 0.
Since   commutes with translations, it is enough to show   satisfies
Ž . N3 for any regular -atom a centered at 0 with support P , in view of the
remark before Theorem W. Henceforth fix a to be such an atom.
The condition supp aP N implies that a is constant on cosets of PN ,ˆ
Ž Ž .. Ž .  Ž .  Nso a u k  a 0  H a 0 whenever u k  q .ˆ ˆ O
Let nÝ l r q i, 0 r  q, r  0. Then if n q N,i0 i i l
n1 k
 a x  1 a u k 
 x  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆÝn kž /nk0
 Ž .  j j1 jrecalling that u k  q if and only if q  k q , j	 1. We have
 a x  sup  a x . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Nn
q
 We begin with the following lemma. Set f a throughout this section.
Define
  lK f x  sup K  f xŽ . Ž .q
l	N
N
N j  jL f x  q q K  f x .Ž . Ž .Ý q
j
s
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N   s Ž .LEMMA 1. If xP , x  q 0 sN , we hae
 a x  C K f x 
 L f x 
 q2Ž sN .
N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Assuming Lemma 1, we apply Jensen’s inequality to get for 0  1,
  s Ž .x  q 0 sN
    2Ž sN .
N a x  C K f x 
 L f x 
 q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . NŽ12.  2 Ž .   Observe that the function R x  q x 1	  L with R N
1 Ž . Ž . C   1 . In view of Lemma 1, to show that  f satisfies 3 it 2
suffices to show the following two lemmas.
1Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. Suppose i char K p, 0  1 or ii char K 0,  2
 1. Then
K f dx C .Ž .H NxP
1LEMMA 3. Suppose   1. Then2

L f dx C .Ž .H NxP
Proof of Lemma 1. Let n rq k 
 t, r	 0, k	 0, 0 t q k. From
 17, Lemma 2 , we have the recurrence formula
nK x  q kD k x r 1 K k x 
 tD k t D k xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n q r1 q r

D k x q kK k x 
 
 k x tK x 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r q r t
Ž  Ž .cf. 12, p. 99, 6.29 which should read as above; there was a minor
.misprint .
l j k1 j Ž .Let nÝ r q , 0 r  q, r  0, and t Ý r q 1 k l
 1 .j0 j j l k j0 j
Ž .Then 5 gives
l
j j
jnK x  q D x r  1 K  x 






 t D x D  x 






 D  x q K x 
 x 
 r K x 
 xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý r q nt 0 r nrj j
1 0 0ž /j1
 
 
 ,Ý Ý Ý
1 2 3
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Ž . Ž k . Ž . k  kusing 
 x  
  x 
 x , , k	 0, 0  q 17, Lemma 1 .q 
  
It follows that
1K a x  n 
 
  f x . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn ž /
1 2 3
  s Ž . Ž .Let l	N, x  q 0 sN . For the first term on the RHS of 6 ,
l s
1 2 1 j j
j jn  f x  q n q D  f x 
 q D  f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýq qž /1 j
s j1
s
1 2 j   0
 Cn q fÝ 1ž /
j1
 Cq2Ž sN .
N ,
Ž . N   Nwhere we have used 2 and the conditions supp fP and f  q .
Similarly,
1 2Ž sN .
Nn  f x  Cq .Ž .Ý
2
Ž .For the last term on the RHS of 6 ,
l N
1 1 j j   j jn  f x  Cn q K  f x 






 q K  f xŽ .Ý q /j0
l s
1 j 1 2 j   Cn q K f x 
 L f x 
 Cn q fŽ . Ž .Ý Ý 1ž /ž /j
N j1
 C K f x 
 L x 
 q2Ž2N .
N .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Combining the above inequalities proves Lemma 1.
 Proof of Lemma 2. Like in the proof of Lemma 6 of 17 , write, with
r q lk ,
qk1 kr1 q 
 
k
lK t  1 
  t 
 tŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýq  lž /q0 0
k qk1r1 q 
k k
kD t 1 
  t D  t 
 t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýq  r l lž /q q0 0
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  k
1 Ž . Ž .If t  q 1 k l , use 2 to get
2 kl k
lK t  q D  t . 7Ž . Ž .Ž .q r
Let l
N and x x  s 




  N1 
P N, x  0,s s
1 N1 s
N Ž .0 sN. Then the condition supp fP implies that, using 7 ,
 l lK  f x  f x t K t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Hq qs t q
2 sl
2 s1




ls1 q f x  u D u du I x .Ž . Ž .Ž .H q
 uq
We consider the cases char K p and 0 separately.
Ž .Case I. char K p. By the Main Lemma i ,
I l x  q s l
1 q ls1 f x  s
1u duŽ . Ž .Ý H
ls11   
P1Ž . GF q1
 q s
1 f x t dt ,Ž .Ý H
ls  
P1 01
Ž . Ž .  4where the sum is taken over the set GF q GF q  0 .
Notice that for t   s 
P l, x tP N provided1
N sN  s 1   
N sx , . . . , x   0, . . . , 0  GF q  G q G q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s N1 1ž /
N Ž .lOne finds, by the condition supp fP , that the sum equals H f u du ifP
s N Ž .x is in   
P for some  GF q ; 0 if x is otherwise in1 1
P s P s
1.
  s Ž .Thus we obtain the pointwise estimates: let x  q 0 sN . Then
Cq s l
N if x   s 
P N ,   01 1lI x Ž .
s s
1½ 0 if otherwise in P  P .
  sIt follows that for x  q ,
K f x  sup I l x  Cq sN
N	   s 
P N ,Ž . Ž .  4   0 11
l
N
where 	 denotes the characteristic function of the set E.E
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Therefore if 0  1,
N1
  K f dx K f dxŽ . Ž .ÝH H
N s xP xqs0
N1 
Ž sN .
N N j C q q q 1  C q  C ,Ž .Ý Ý 
s0 j1
which proves Lemma 2 for char K p.
Case II. char K 0. Since D k is constant on cosets of P k,q
l s l
1 1 0
ls1I x  q D   
   
 Ž . ŽÝ q 1 0




 f x  s
1u duŽ .H






ls1 q D   
 
 Ž .Ý q 1 ls2
Ž . , . . . , 1 ls2
 01
 f x t dt.Ž .H




N Ž . ŽAgain supp fP implies that if  ,  , . . . ,   x , x ,1 0 Ns2 s s
1
. Ž .N s Ž . s. . . , x in GF q , then f x t  0 for t   
 
N1 1
  N1 
P N; and soN s2
I l x  q2 sl
2Ž .
1 Ns2
ls1 D x  
 
x ŽÝ q s N1





  .N s1 ls2
 f x t dtŽ .H






Ps N1 Ns1 ls2
  2Ž sl . C f  q
1 Ns2
ls1 D x  
 
x ŽÝ q s N1




  ..N s1 ls2
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Now substitute l s 1, N s 1 into l , k, respectively, in the Main
Ž .Lemma ii to establish that for l
N,
cl 2Ž sl . lN Ž x . I x  C f q lN q pŽ . Ž .
c Nl 2Ž sN .
N Ž x . C lN q q p .Ž .
s N1 N Ž .Hence if x x  
 
x  
P x  0 , 0 sN we ob-s N1 s
tain the pointwise estimates
K f x  Cq2Ž sN .
Np Ž x . .Ž .
We evaluate the integral for 0 sN, 0  1
  K f dx K f dxŽ . Ž .ÝH H
Ns s N1 x q x  
 
x  
Ps N1Ž .x , . . . , xs N1
x 0s
 CqN q2Ž sN .
Np Ž x . Ý
Ž .x , . . . , xs N1
x 0s
 Cq2Ž sN . p Ž x .Ý
Ž .x , . . . , xs N1
x 0s
c2Ž sN . Ns Cq N s qŽ .
c Ž2 1.Ž sN . C N s qŽ .
Ž .by the second inequality in the Main Lemma ii .
1Therefore if   1,2
N1
  K f dx K f dxŽ . Ž .ÝH H
N s xP xqs0
N1
c Ž2 1.Ž sN . C N s qŽ .Ý
s0

c Ž2 1. j C j q  C ,Ý 
j1
which proves Lemma 2 for char K 0. The proof is complete.
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Proof of Lemma 3. First we establish the following estimates.
  sFor x  q , 0 sN
 s2 N
N N j s jq Ý q 	 x if char K p ,Ž .j
 s    
P 4  0 11L f x Ž .
2Ž sN .
N N s1 j s1q Ý D x if char K 0.Ž .j
 s q
8Ž .
  s Ž .As in the proof of Lemma 2, we have for x  q 0 sN , with l
Ž .replaced by j s jN
s j
1 s
1 j j js1K  f x  q f x  u D u du I x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hq q
 uq
Consider the two cases char K p and 0.
Ž .Case I. char K p. By the Main Lemma i ,
I j x  q s j
1 q js1 f x  s
1u duŽ . Ž .Ý H
js11   
P1Ž . GF q1
 q s
1 f x t dt.Ž .Ý H
js  
P1 01
Notice that for t   s 





x  j1    s. We get that if x   s 
P j fors
1 j1 1 1
Ž .some  GF q , then1
I j x  q s
1 f u du q s
1 f u du Cq sN
N ;Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
j NP P
s s
1 jŽ .if x is otherwise in P  P , then I x  0.
  s Ž .Thus for x  q 0 sN
N N







s j Cq q 	 .Ý    
P 4  0 11
j
s
Ž .This is the first inequality in 8 .
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Case II. char K 0.
For s jN, x x  s 
 
x  j1 
P j, x  0s j1 s
j sj
1 1 js2
j s1I x  q D   
 
 Ž . Ž .Ý q 1 js2
Ž . , . . . , 1 js2
 01
 f x  s
1u duŽ .H






j s1 q D   
 
 Ž .Ý q 1 js2
Ž . , . . . , 1 js2
 f x t dt.Ž .H
js s





s j1 j j Ž N .For t   
 
  
P , we note that x tP P1 js2
Ž . Ž .provided  ,  , . . . ,   x , x , . . . , x . So1 0 js2 s s
1 j1
j 2 sj
2 1 0 js2
j s1I x  q D x  
 x  
 
x Ž . Ž .q s s
1 j1
 f x t dtŽ .H






j s1 q D x f u duŽ .Ž . Hq NP
2 sjN
N s1
j s1 Cq D x .Ž .q
  s Ž .Thus for x  q 0 sN
N N
N j j 2Ž sN .
N s1




Ž .which is the second inequality in 8 .
1Ž .As a result of 8 , we get that if char K p,   1, using Jensen’s2
inequality,

L f x dxŽ . Ž .H
NxP
N1 N
NŽ1 . Ž sN . j
s j Cq q q 	 dxÝ ÝH    




NŽ1 . Ž sN . jŽ1. Cq q q 1 qŽ .Ý Ý
s0 j
s
N1 N s,  1NŽ1 . Ž sN . Cq qÝ Ž1. s½ q ,  1
s0
ÝN1 N s q sN ,  1Ž .s0 C 1N1 Ž2 1.Ž sN .½ Ý q ,   1s0 2
 C .
1Ž .Also, we get from 8 that if char K 0,   1,2















1Ž2 1.Ž sN .
j s1 C q D u du q 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý H qž / uqs0 j
s
by Holder’s inequalityŽ .¨
N1 N N1
c c
1Ž2 1.Ž sN . Ž2 1.Ž sN . C q j s  C N s qŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
s0 j
s s0
 C  ,
 Ž .where we have used the estimate from 17, Lemma 5 ii ,
c
kD u duO k , c log q.Ž . Ž .H q p
 uq
The proof is complete.
As a final remark, we give a corollary concerning the maximal operator
Ž . associated with C, 1 means of power orders, for the p-series case.˜
Define
l l f x  sup  f x  sup K  f x .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ q q
l	0 l	0
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Ž . Ž .Note that if a is an  atom satisfying conditions i  iii in Section 2 with
IP N,
l a x  sup  a x ,Ž . Ž .˜ q
l
N
then Lemma 2 implies that  is  -quasi-local if char K p and 0  ˜ 0 0
1. Thus we have a better estimate for  than that for   on the p-series˜
case.
COROLLARY. Suppose char K p and 0   1. Then  is bounded˜0
from H 0 to L0. Moreoer,  is bounded from H  , q to L , q for eery˜
0   and 0 q .
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA
Ž .We have only to prove part ii of the Main Lemma. We will follow the
 spirit of the proof of Lemma 5 in 17 . It is to be noted that for the case
Ž .q p c 1 the same proof goes more straightforwardly.
ŽLet K be a finite algebraic extension of a p-adic field char K 0,
c. sq p . Since every xP , s  has a unique expression

lx x  ,Ý l
ls
Ž . Ž Ž .x GF q , GF q being identified with a fixed set of coset representa-l
. Ž .tives of P in O , we will write x x , x , . . . when convenient.s s
1
 4c1 Ž . Ž . Recall that   O P is a basis of GF q over GF p  0, 1,j j0
4 1 0 k1 k. . . , p 1 . Let x x  
 x  
 
x  ,    
 1 0 k1 k

  l1. Then simple induction shows that for each j, there existl1
j j j j Ž .unique y , . . . , y and  , . . . ,  in GF q satisfying the following1 k1 k l1
Ž .equations mod O over K,
 1 j 1x    y 1 j 1
2 1 j 2 j 1x  
 x    y  
 y Ž .1 0 j 1 0
. . 9Ž ..
k1 k 1x  
 x  
 
x  Ž .1 0 k1 j
j k1 j k j 1  y  
 y  
 
y 1 0 k1
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and
 k2 2 1x  
 
x  
   Ž .1 k1 k j
j k2 j 2 j 1 y  
 
y  
  1 k1 k
... 10Ž .l1 l
k1 l
k 1x  
 
x  
   
 
  Ž .1 k1 k l1 j
j l1 j l




k j 1 
  
 
  ,k l1
j c1 j c1 j j j Ž .where y Ý y  ,  Ý   , y  GF  .n k0 n, k k m k0 m , k k n, k m , k




   D   x
   d x ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Łq p j
j0 s1
Ž s .  Also, from the formula for D   x in 17, p. 545 we derive, by thep j
Ž . Ž . Ž . jexpression 1 of 
 and the above Eqs. 9 , 10 , that if y  0,1, 0
l1
sD   x
 Ž .Ž .Ł p j
s0
j1 exp 2 ip yŽ .Ž .1 , 0
l
1 j k j k
1 j l j1 exp 2 ip y 
 
p y 
 p  
 
p Ž . Ž .1 , 0 k1, 0 k , 0 l1 , 0
sin p y jŽ .Ž .1 , 0
l
1 j k j k
1 j l jsin p y 
 
p y 
 p  
 
p  .Ž . Ž .1 , 0 k1, 0 k , 0 l1 , 0
Ž j j. l1  Ž s Ž .. Let H Y ,  Ł D   x
  . Thens0 p j
c1 c1
j jd x ,   H Y ,   H ,Ž . Ž .Ł Ł j
j0 j0
where
 jsin p yŽ .Ž .1 , 0
l
1 j k j k
1 j l jsin p y 
 
p y 
 p  
 
p Ž . Ž .1 , 0 k1, 0 k , 0 l1 , 0
jif y  0, 1 , 0H j
l j jp if y    y1 , 0 k1, 0
j j       0,k , 0 l1 , 0
0 otherwise.
11Ž .
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x  Ž . Ž Using 11 and the relation 1  , x 0, we shall evaluate Hjsin x 2 2
by the following cases AE, which appears rather tedious.
j Ž j j . j Ž j j . Ž .Put Y  y , . . . , y ,    , . . . ,  . Hereby case A 1, 0 k1, 0 k , 0 l1, 0
j j Ž . Žmeans that Y belongs to Case A and  belongs to subcase  denoted
j j Ž . Ž j j. Ž ..by Y  A and    , resp.; or simply Y ,   A  . More pre-
Ž . jcisely, in the subcases below, a means the condition 0   p 1;l1, 0
Ž . j j jb , 1 i l k means       0 but   0, andi l1, 0 li , 0 li1, 0
Ž . j j Ž .b means       0. Furthermore, c , 1 i l klk l1, 0 k , 0 i
j j j Ž .means       p 1 but   p 1 and cl1, 0 li , 0 li1, 0 lk
means  j     j  p 1. Similar notations apply for casesl1, 0 k , 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .B  , C  , D  .s s
k 1
j j Ž Ž . ŽCase A. y  0, 0 y  p 1 there are p 1 p  p p1, 0 k1, 0
. j .2 tuples in Y  A . Consider the subcases of A.
l k 1
jŽ . Ž . Ž .A a If 0   p 1, by 11 there are p  p p 2 tuplesl1, 0
j Ž .in    means ‘‘such that’’ for a moment
H  p;j
here and below   denotes the relation c    , c a positive1 1
constant.
l k 2
j jŽ . Ž .A b If   0 but   0, there are p  p p 1 tuples1 l1, 0 l2, 0
in  j
H  p2 .j
l k 3
j j jŽ . ŽA b If     0 but   0, there are p  p p2 l1, 0 l2, 0 l3, 0
. j1 tuples in  
H  p3.j

Ž . j j Ž j .A b If       0 note y  0 , there is 1 tu-lk l1, 0 k , 0 k1, 0
ple in  j
H  p lk
1 .j
l k 2
j jŽ . ŽA c If   p 1 but   p 1, there are p  p p1 l1, 0 l2, 0
. j1 tuples in  
H  p2 .j
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Ž . j j jA c If     p 1 but   p 1, there are2 l1, 0 l2, 0 l3, 0
l k 3
jŽ .p  p p 1 tuples in  
H  p3.j

Ž . j j Ž j .A c If       p 1 note y  p 1 , therelk l1, 0 k , 0 k1, 0
is 1 tuple in  j
H  p lk
1 .j
j j j Ž ŽCase B . y  0, y  0 but y  0 there are p1 1, 0 k1, 0 k2, 0
k 2
j. Ž . .1 p  p p 1 tuples in Y  B .1
Consider the subcases of B .1
l k 1
j jŽ . Ž .B a If 0   p 1, there are p  p p 2 tuples in  1 l1, 0
H  p.j
l k 2
j jŽ . Ž .B b If   0 but   0 there are p  p p 1 tuples1 1 l1, 0 l2, 0
in  j
H  p2 .j

Ž . j j jB b If       0 but   0, there are p1 lk1 l1, 0 k
1, 0 k , 0
1 tuples in  j
H  p lk .j
Ž . j j Ž j j .B b If       0 note y  0 but y  0 ,1 lk l1, 0 k , 0 k1, 0 k2, 0
there is 1 tuple in  j
H  p lk
2 .j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For subcases B c B c , the same estimates as in A c A c1 1 1 lk 1 lk
apply, respectively.
ŽIn general, we obtain, via a similar argument, that for case B 1 ss
. j j j j Ž Žk : y  0, y    y  0 but y  0 there are p1, 0 k1, 0 ks, 0 ks1, 0
k s 1
j j. Ž .1 p  p p 1 tuples in Y  B , 1 s k and p 1 tuples in Y  Bs k
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for s k , the subcases B a , B b , and B c 1 i l k admit thes s i s i
Ž . Ž . Ž .same estimates as in subcases A a , A b , and A c , resp., except fori i
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Ž . i j Ž jsubcase B b , where       0 note y   s lk l1, 0 k , 0 k1, 0
j j . jy  0 but y  0 and so there is 1 tuple in  ks, 0 ks1, 0
H  pŽ lk
1.
s .j
Ž . j j jSimilarly, for case C 1 s k : y  0, y    y  ps 1, 0 k1, 0 ks, 0
k s 1
j Ž Ž . Ž .1 but y  p 1 there are p 1 p  p p 1 tuples inks1, 0
j j .Y  C , 1 s k and p 1 tuples in Y  C for s k , the subcasess k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C a , C b , and C c 1 i l k admit the same estimates as ins s i s i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .subcases B a , B b , and B c , resp., except for subcase C c ,s s i s i s lk
j j Ž j jwhere       p 1 note y    y  p 1l1, 0 k , 0 k1, 0 ks, 0
j . jbut y  p 1 and so there is 1 tuple in  ks1, 0
H  pŽ lk
1.
s .j
j j j Ž j .Case D. y  y    y  0 there is 1 tuple in Y D .1, 0 0, 0 k1, 0
Ž . j jThe only subcase with H  0 is D b , where      andj lk l1, 0 k , 0
so there is 1 tuple in  j
H  p l pŽ lk
1.
k .j
Case E. y j  0 but y j  0 for some 0 n k 1. Then1, 0 n, 0
H  0.j
Ž . Ž .Now we are able to do the sum I x Ý d x,  . For eachŽ , . . . ,  .k l1
1 k1 Ž .x x  
 
x   x , . . . , x , consider the mapping1 k1 1 k1
Ž . lk c1Ž j Ž . lk . Ž . : GF q  Ł Y , GF p given by  , . . . ,  x j0 k l1
c1Ž j j. j Ž j j . j Ž j j .Ł Y ,  , where Y  y , . . . , y ,    , . . . ,  arej0 1, 0 k1, 0 k , 0 l1, 0
Ž . jdetermined by the last equation in 10 ; clearly if x is given, then Y are
given, 0 j c 1.
 Using essentially the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8 of 17 ,
Ž j .we can show that the mapping  is a bijection for given x and Y ’s .x
c1 j Ž 0 1 c1.Hence, putting Ł    ,  , . . . ,  ,j0
c1 c1
j jI x  H Y ,   H .Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Ý Ł j
j0 j00 1 c1 c1 jŽ . ,  , . . . ,  Ł j0
Denote by T the set of all cases in Y j with H  0 and S the set of allj
j  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .cases in  . Write T A, B , C , D, E, 1 s k and S a , b , c ,s s i i
4 Ž . c1 Ž j j.1 i l k . Let I   denote the sum of all terms Ł H Y , j0
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c  
c1 j c1 cindexed by Ł    Ł   S  S S for givenj0 j0 j
c  
c1 j c1 c1 jŁ Y  Ł   T  T , where Ł    means for eachj0 j0 j j0
j Ž .c cj,    . Then given  , there are 2 l 2k
 1 cases in  S forj
Ž . Ž .I   because there are 2 l 2k
 1 cases in S .
We have
c1
I x  I    H .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ł j
c j0c1 c1 jS Ł  Ł  j0 j j0
Ž . l
k
1 Ž x . Ž Claim 1. I    q p with obvious convention p  0
 Ž . . c1 j j Ž jif  x  ; here the mapping  : xŁ Y , Y  y , . . . ,j0 1, 0
j . Ž .  y is defined by the last equation in 9 and the ‘‘norm’’  is given byk1, 0
 Ž . c1  j  x Ý Y withj0
 j0 if Y  A
js if Y  B or C , 1 s ks sj  Y 
jk if Y D j if Y  E.
Note that the RHS of the above inequality is independent of  .
If Claim 1 is true, we will obtain the first inequality of the Main Lemma
Ž .ii :
c lk
1 Ž x .I x  2 l 2k
 1 q pŽ . Ž .
c lk Ž x . C l k q p .Ž .
So we need to verify Claim 1. Indeed, by definition
c1 c1
j j jI   N    sup H Y , Ž . Ž .Ł Łž / c1 jj0 j0Ł  j0
c1 c1
j j j N    sup H Y , Ž .Ž .Ł Łj
jj0 j0  j
c1
j N    sup H ,Ž .Ł j j
jj0  j
Ž j . jwhere N    denotes the number of tuples in    and thej j
j Žjsupremum sup is taken over all    for given Y   in   j j jj
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Ž ..subcase   ; the notation for the ‘‘product case’’ is then self-evident. Itj j
is enough to show that
JN  j  sup H Y j,  j  p lk
1
Y j  .Ž .Ž .j
j j
But this can easily be verified by our analysis of those subcases discussed
earlier. For instance,
Ž . Ž .i Let   A,   b . Then from A bj j 1 1
l k 2
jN   b  p  p p 1Ž .Ž .1
sup H Y j,  j  p2Ž .




Ž j  j .Y  0 if Y  A .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let   B 1 s k ,   b . Then from B bj s j lk s lk
N  j b  1Ž .lk
sup H Y j,  j  pŽ lk
1.
s ,Ž .





Ž j  j .Y  s if Y  B .s
Ž . Ž .iii Let   B ,   c 1 s k, 1 i l k . Then fromj s j i
Ž .B c , 1 i l k, we haves i
l k i 1
jN   c  p  p p 1Ž .Ž .i
sup H Y j,  j  pi
1 ,Ž .
Ž .B cs i
so that
J p lk
1  p lk
1
s
Ž j  j . Ž .Y  s if Y  B , and from B c we haves s lk
N  j c  1Ž .lk
sup H Y j,  j  p lk
1 ,Ž .






Ž . Ž .iv Let  D,   b . Then from D bj j lk lk
N  j b  1Ž .lk
sup H Y j,  j  pŽ lk
1.
kŽ .
Ž .D b lk
Ž j  j .Y  k if Y D .
The other cases can be checked similarly.
Ž .Finally we prove the second inequality of the Main Lemma ii . Noting
  c1 j Žfrom 17, Lemma 8 that the mapping  : xŁ Y as defined inj0
.Claim 1 is a bijection, we have
Q p Ž x . pÝc1i0 Y j  .Ý Ý
c1 jŽ .x x , x , . . . , x Ł Y1 0 k1 j0
k
1Ž .GF q
Ž . Ž .Similar to the estimation of I x , let Q  denote the sum of all terms
c1 j c1 Ž .cindexed by Ł Y  Ł  ,   T. Then there are 2k
 2 casesj0 j0 j j
c  
c1 jÝ Y i0 Žin  T  T such that p  0 because there are 2k
 2
 j  .cases, namely, A, D, B , C in T such that Y  . We computes s
Q Q   pÝc1j0 Y j Ž .Ý Ý Ý
c1 c1 jŁ  Ł Y j0 j j0
c1
c1 jj Ý Y j0 N Y   pÝ Łž /j0
c1 c1 c1
j jj Y  j Y  N Y   p  N Y   p ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Ł Ý Łj j
j0 j0 j0 
Ž j . j Žwhere N Y   denotes the number of tuples in Y   the notationj j
Ž c1 j . .  j N Ł Y   is then self-evident , and we note that Y depends onj0
the case   T only.j
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Ž j . Y j  k
1Claim 2. N Y   p  p .j
If Claim 2 is true, we will obtain the second inequality of the Main
Ž .Lemma ii :
c1
c k
1 c kQ 2k
 2 p  Ck q .Ž . Ł
j0
It remains to verify Claim 2. But this also easily follows from our
Ž .analysis of the cases in T. For instance, i let   A. Then from Case Aj
we learn that
k 1
jN Y  A  p 1 p  p p 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
 j  jY  0 for Y  A ,
so that
N Y j A p Y j  pk
1.Ž .
Ž . Ž .ii Let   B 1 s k . Then from Case B , we learn that ifj s s
1 s k,
k s 1
jN Y  B  p 1 p  p p 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .s
 j  jY  s for Y  Bs
so that
N Y j B p Y j  pk
1 ;Ž .s
if s k,
N Y j B  p 1,Ž .k
 j  jY  k for Y  B ,k
so that
N Y j B p Y j  pk
1.Ž .k
Ž . Ž .iii The same is valid for   C 1 s k .j s
Ž .iv Let  D, then from Case D we learn thatj
N Y jD  1,Ž .
 j  jY  k for Y D
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so that
N Y jD p Y j  pk  pk
1.Ž .
This proves Claim 2 and hence concludes the proof of the Main Lemma.
Remark. A little more careful inspection of the proof will verify that
Ž .the estimates in the Main Lemma ii are the best possible, in the sense
that the inverse inequalities hold up to a constant multiple.
Ž  .It is natural compare the classical case in 10 to conjecture that the
estimate in the main theorem is sharp in the sense that   is not
bounded from H 12 to L12. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to verify
 12 12 Ž 12, .that  maps H into weak-L  L using the estimates ob-
tained in the proof of the main theorem.
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